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The multicultural program, based on personal contact, comes as “Living Li-

-

-

-

ing to reduce prejudices and stereotypes. It also helps to strengthen tolerance 

their easier acceptance. It is very important that the subject of diversity in this 

-

Foreningen Stop Volden

In 2000, the Director of the largest Northern European summer event, the 

Roskilde Festival, asked the Foreningen Stop Volden! activists to organize an 

attend the festival and represent often opposing subcultures. Ronni Abergel, 
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1 

human library

term and since 2010, under the name of living library

been hosting living library events. In 2008, Ronni Abergel founded the Co-

penhagen Human Library Organization -

library events. 

program in the coming years and became one of the most popular multi-day 

events. Since then, smaller or larger Budapest or countryside living libraries 

have been organized in schools, festivals, libraries, ruin pubs and cultural cen-
2 -

ly is the Kazinczy Living Library

modern thematic and a constantly updated book collection since January 2015 

in a Budapest ruin pub called “Szimpla Kert”. 

1 The history of the initiative and its present-day coverage, a summary of national and international 

events on the living library can be found on the homepages of multiple umbrella organizations. 

 central page, the best source of information is the Council 

 and 

the methodological site of the British living library movement  
2

Kölcsönadott életek – 

ellen

Antidiszkriminációs képzés a gyakorlatban.  Romológia, anti-racism thematical volume 2014, 4-5, 

175-193. 
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1. The most important objective is to promote an intercultural dialogue. In 

-

semination of democratic values and the development of the cohesion of 

the local community. It is imperative that the books on the event are „cur-

variances of living books are almost endless, but are typically selected 

-

-

icans, Chinese or other ethnic groups considered as challenging 

in the country, foreign immigrants, refugees, migrants, or perhaps 

-

-

-

-

representatives of professions and activities that are prejudiced 

2. The most important value mediated by the living library is reception 

and acceptance
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obtain relevant information and a direct impression on them. The „read-

to changes in the perspective and to increased empathy and tolerance to-

the creation of equal opportunities and social dialogue. The living library 

self-criticism from the reader. 

3. Dialogicity is a key element of the living library. The living book does 

credible participant. In the living library, reading is an interactive process. 

4. The fourth feature of the living library is the public library-type frame-

-

in our living library. 

The number of books determines the volume of our living library, 

Living books are acquired and prepared for the rental. This includes 

Promote our library services, i.e. the actual event itself. 

-

brarians” responsible for carrying out the tasks. 
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the event.

Traditionally, the most common negative stereotypes associated 

-

-

plicates in our collection. 

small group read a “book”.

A „dictionary” is available for sign- or other foreign language 

It is an important „stock protection” principle that the reader should 

intact physical and psychological condition. 

that interest them at the reading service.

-

Feedback is provided to our books and partner organizations on the 

basis of the reader feedback questionnaires and our library services 

are improved. 

-

event.
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The third-year librarian students of the Department of Library and Information 

Science have studied pedagogical techniques to develop critical thinking and 

to foster interactive learning in the course of Critical Approach to Managing 

Information and Information Sources.

-

mentally handicapped and disabled people, members of youth subcultures and 

-

-

arranging sensitizing sessions. Even if this mistrust is largely unfounded, in our 

important to gain the support of teachers and school leadership since it is up to 

living library attracted the most visitors. The 4.5-hour mini living library, or-

The Krishna believer “books” received 7 rentals per person, 22 and 23 rentals 
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“outsourced” living libraries in the future. 

in one of the halls and interior gardens of the University of Pécs. The location 

-

local school situation, they could credibly promote the living libraries before 

their school educator colleagues and they could agitate students to participate. 

could not be involved. Consequently, contrary to the original plan, the 2nd and 

3rd grade students participated in the event. Winning the other target group, the 

-

-

-

tive because it gives the organizers an opportunity to perform social, librarian 

and the joint production should be successful. Thus, they have gained practical 

university education. Finally, for them, just like for the visitors of the event, it 
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-

‘the possibility of personal 

dialogue’ and ‘getting to know individual life experiences’

or negative discrimination. Among the best features of the books, openness, 

information transfer, authentic familiarization of the represented topic, dissem-

-
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-

-

-

-

-

about available options at the same time and congestion at the circulation desk 

it turned out that unfortunately, people found the subject generally uninterested. 

We did unsuccessfully recommend this subject to the readers because it seemed 
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Thus, the event could have a positive impact not only on the thinking of indi-

viduals, but also in on the local community and social dialogue. 

Don’t judge a 

book by its cover! The Living Library Organiser’s Guide Council of Europe. 

Council of Europe Publishing, Strasbourg.

 Európai Ifjúsági Köz-

pont, Budapest.

irodalomterápiáig. Kronosz Kiadó, Pécs.

. 

-

cided to launch a preventive movement against violence. The “Living Library” 

of the Department of Library and Information Science have studied pedagog-

ical techniques to develop critical thinking and to foster interactive learning 

in the course of Critical Approach to Managing Information and Information 

Sources.


